
Traffic Impact Analyses

Junk Science of the Automobile Era



What is a Traffic Impact Analysis?
“7 years in the future…” 

“5 of the 32 proposed lots…can 
reasonably be expected to exit the 
subdivision via Hane Street…we 
would expect the subdivision to 
increase traffic…by no more than 57 
vehicles per day and at most 6 
vehicles per hour”



What is a Traffic Impact Analysis (REALLY)?

A way for municipalities to establish a legal rationale to:

1. Block new development

2. Justify new road infrastructure

3. Force new developments to build new road 
infrastructure



Main Problems

1. TIAs are based on a faulty premise

2. TIAs are based on bad data

3. TIAs perpetuate car addiction & dependency (if you 
think that’s a problem)



1. Faulty Premise

“Land uses gEneRatE traffic!”



2. Bad Data



2. Bad Data (Example)
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2. Bad Data (Example)

“BREAKING NEWS: New 
Nutritional guidelines for 2025”



2. Bad Data (Example)
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What’s the Alternative?

Vs.

Existing: Driving is inevitable

“All new development must use a 
TIA and accommodate drivers first”

Alternative: Driving is a choice 
people make based on the 
infrastructure cities build

“All new development must provide 
some means to connect to the 

transportation system around it. “

or oror



Final Takeaways

1. A city that uses TIAs consistently will never not be car-centered

2. TIAs are a powerful tool for blocking new development or 
extracting tithes from new development to build new road 
infrastructure/other “improvements” that benefit drivers first

3. An alternative to TIAs would require cities to actively manage 
their infrastructure
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